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PHYSICAL REVIEW

•

Liquid metal motion in Hg (R.Takahashi, MM et al., Nat. Phys. 2016)

•

Surface acoustic wave in Cu (D.Kobayashi, MM et al., PRL 2017

)

Effects of Mechanical Rotation o

Spin-mechatronics project since 2010
2010.4 From IMR-Tohoku Univ. to ASRC- JAEA
Ultra high-speed rotor
in ASRC: Centrifuge of isotopes

Explore interconversion between spin and
mechanical rotation ?
Prof. Maekawa
ASRC, Director General
“Reconsider Einstein-de Haas/Barnett effect
in terms of spin current
after an interval of one century.”

Prof. Saitoh
AIMR, Tohoku Univ.
“Spin-mechatronics group” in ASRC
“Spin current physics in non-inertial frames!
But, what is the Hamiltonian?”
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• Coriolis
• Spin-rotation
• Mechanical SOC
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Gyromagnetic effect
Spin current generation by rigid, elastic, and fluid motion

Magnetism and rotation

Taken 6om
Scientiﬁc American

Magnetization by rotation: Barnett effect (1915)
H Spin-rotation = −S ⋅ Ω

H Cor = − L ⋅ Ω

By Dr. Chudo

H Zeeman = −S ⋅ γ B
Rotation = “Magnetic ﬁeld”
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H Spin-rotation = −S ⋅ Ω

How to detect? Rotation at 10kHz
Rotation as gravity
0.4 million G !!
(@ 1 mm from rotation axis )

rΩ = 1mm × ( 2π × 10 s
2

)

4 −1 2

gravity on white dwarf star
0.1 million G

= 4 × 10 6 m/s ~ 0.4 × 10 6 G

Rotation as magnetic field
Gyromagnetic ratio of electron:
Geomagnetism in Tokyo
1T~30GHz
46 ± 0.05 μT
10kHz→0.3μT
e
11
−1
−1
B = Ω / γ e , γ e = = 1.76 × 10 rad ⋅s ⋅ T
m
Challenge: How to use mechanical rotation to manipulate spins?

ObserDation of spin-rotation coupling
・Ferromagnets: Barnettʼs original exp. (1915)

H Spin-rotation = −S ⋅ Ω
Theoretical predictions:
・MM et al., PRL(2011), …
Spin-rotation coupling arise universally in rotating materials
・Paramagnetic states (Gd, Tb, Dy):
Ono & MM et el., PRB(2015),
Ogata, MM et al., APL(2017); JMMM(2017)
・Nuclear spin:
Chudo & MM et al., APEX(2014), JPSJ(2015)

Spin-current generation by SRC
・Liquid metal ﬂow: Takahashi & MM et al, Nat.Phys.(2016)
・Surface acoustic wave: Kobayashi & MM et al., PRL(2017)
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Mechanical generation of spin current
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Rigid rotation

Rigid vibration
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PRB2011

PRL2011, APL2011

Spin-rotation

Surface acoustic wave

Fluid vorticity

Cu
PRB(R)2013,2017; PRL2017

Hg,GaInSn
Nature Phys. 2016

Pauli-Schrödinger eq. in inertial frames
Low energy limit of Dirac eq. in inertial frames
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Riemann-Cartan geometry (1922)
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tetrad field
spin connection,
curvature & torsion
Einstein-Cartan theory (1922)
Gravity w/ spin & torsion
Cf. Stern-Gerlach (1922)
Pauli (1927)
Dirac (1928)

Tetrad ﬁeld =
Local rest frames

Spin connection = “Twist of tetrads”
→ spin gauge ﬁeld in non-inertial frames

Spin mechatronics = Physics of spin connection

Pauli-Schrödinger eq. in rotating 6ame
Low energW limit of Dirac eq. in rotating 6ame
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Mechanical Spin Hall Eﬀect due to rotation
Mechanical Spin-Orbit Int.
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MM et al., PRL 106, 076601(2011)

Mechanical generation of spin cur-ent

Mechanical
Spin-Orbit

Rigid rotation

Rigid vibration

N

PRL2011, APL2011

Pt

Spin-rotation

Surface acoustic wave

Cu
PRB(R)2013,2017; PRL2017

Pt
PRB2011
Fluid vor5icitW

Hg,GaInSn
Natlre Phys. 2016

Mechanical analogle 0f SterK-Gerlach eﬀect
H Zeeman = −S ⋅ γ B

⇒ F = −∇H Zeeman = S ⋅∇ (γ B )
Spin current is generated
along gradient of mag. ﬁeld.

H Spin−rotation = −S ⋅ Ω
⇒ F = −∇H Spin−rotation = S ⋅∇Ω
Spin current is generated
along rotation-gradient.

How to create rotation-gradient?
→ 1. Surface acoustic wave,
2. Fluid motion of liquid metal !!

Spin cur-ent by vor5icitW g-adient
Elastic motion

Fluid motion

(surface acoustic wave)
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MM et al., PRB(R)2013
Kobayashi, MM et al.,
PRL2017 (Editorsʼ Suggestion)

R. Takahashi, MM. et al.,
Nature Physics 2016
MM et al., PRB(R)2017
Science, Editorʼs choice
Nature Physics, N&V
Nature Materials, N&V

Spin cur-ent generation by surface acoustic wave

Vorticity:
local rotation of lattice

∇×v
z

v(r + δ r )

x

Spin current is generated
along vorticity gradient!

y

Spin-vor5icitW vs. Zeeman
Mechanical
ω
H Spin-vorticity = −S ⋅
2

ω =∇×v
v : velocityfield

Elect-omagKetic
H Zeeman

eB
= −S ⋅
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B=∇× A
A :vector potential

For theoretical details: MM et al., “Spin-mechatronics”, JPSJ 86, 011011 (2017).

Spin cur-ent 6om Surface Acoustic Wave
Spin cur-ent

∝Gradient of rotation
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10-6m @ GHz
MM et al., Phys. Rev. B87, 180402(R) (2013)

Spin Hall Eﬀect
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Cu can be utilized for spin-cur-ent source! → Rare metal 6ee spint-onics

How
spin
current
caused
by
SRC
Howto
todetect
detect
spin
current
caused
by
SRC
How to detect AC spin cur-ent by SAW?
How to detect
spin
current
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by
SRC
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SAW
Prof. Nozaki’s beautiful idea!
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Attenuation of SAW
Due to magnetic damping!

Interdigital transducer
(80 pairs)
Ti(5 nm)/
Au(30 nm)

LiNbO3基板

NiFe(20 nm) / Cu(180 nm)

d = 0.6 m
= 2.4 m
w = 300 mm
SAW
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Kobayashi, Nozaki, MM et al., PRL2017

Mechanical generation of spin cur-ent
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Vorticity:

∇×v
v(r )
v(r + δ r )

Spin current generation
along vorticity-gradient

Exserimental setlp for spin hydrodyKamic generation

Pulsed
Pressure

Nano-voltmeter

LO

Hg

HI

Quartz Pipe
φ0.4mm

Ground
Liquid Mercury
Turbulent Flow
Platinum Electrode Wire
(chemical reactivity : weak,
relative Seebeck coef. : small )
R. Takahashi, MM et al., Nat. Phys. 12, 52-56 (2016)

Mechanism of Spin-hydrodyKamic voltage generation
“Spin-hydrodynamic generation”
1. Spin current generation
along vorticity gradient

+

2. Spin current is converted
into charge current by ISHE

1. Spin current generation
along vorticity gradient

ﬂow of liquid metal: Hg
2. Spin current is converted
into charge current due to
Inverse Spin Hall Eﬀect

Result - Spin-hydrodyKamic sigKal measurement

R. Takahashi, MM et al., Nat. Phys. 12, 52-56 (2016)

Observation of spin-rotation coupling in quark-gluon plasma (Nature 2017)

LETTER

doi:10.1038/nature23004

Global Λ hyperon polarization in nuclear collisions
The STAR Collaboration*

The extreme energy densities generated by ultra-relativistic
collisions between heavy atomic nuclei produce a state of matter that
behaves surprisingly like a fluid, with exceptionally high
temperature and low viscosity1. Non-central collisions have angular
momenta of the order of 1,000ћ, and the resulting fluid may have a
strong vortical structure2–4 that must be understood to describe the
fluid properly. The vortical structure is also of particular interest
because the restoration of fundamental symmetries of quantum
chromodynamics is expected to produce novel physical effects in
the presence of strong vorticity5. However, no experimental
indications of fluid vorticity in heavy ion collisions have yet been
found. Since vorticity represents a local rotational structure of the
fluid, spin–orbit coupling can lead to preferential orientation of
particle spins along the direction of rotation. Here we present
measurements of an alignment between the global angular
momentum of a non-central collision and the spin of emitted
particles (in this case the collision occurs between gold nuclei and
produces Λ baryons), revealing that the fluid produced in heavy
ion collisions is the most vortical system so far observed. (At high
energies, this fluid is a quark–gluon plasma.) We find that Λ and Λ
hyperons show a positive polarization of the order of a few per cent,
consistent with some hydrodynamic predictions6. (A hyperon is a
particle composed of three quarks, at least one of which is a strange
quark; the remainder are up and down quarks, found in protons
and neutrons.) A previous measurement7 that reported a null result,
that is, zero polarization, at higher collision energies is seen to be
consistent with the trend of our observations, though with larger
statistical uncertainties. These data provide experimental access to
the vortical structure of the nearly ideal liquid8 created in a heavy
ion collision and should prove valuable in the development of
hydrodynamic models that quantitatively connect observations to
the theory of the strong force.
The primary objective of the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
(RHIC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory is to produce a large
(relative to the size of a proton) system of matter at temperatures of

RHIC is essential to understand quark confinement and the origin
of hadron mass.
A collaboration of physicists from 13 countries operates the STAR
detector system12, which has recorded billions of collisions at RHIC.
A rendering of the STAR experiment is shown in Fig. 1. Opposing
beams of gold nuclei collide in the centre of the time projection
chamber (TPC), generating a spray of charged particles. The TPC
signal from a single event is shown in Fig. 2. Forward- and backwardtravelling particles and fragments that experience only a small deflection are measured in the beam–beam counters.
Most collisions at RHIC are not head-on, and so involve substantial
angular momentum, of the order of 1,000 ћ (where ћ is the reduced
Planck constant) for a typical collision. A slight sideward deflection of
the forward- and backward-travelling fragments13 from a given collision allows experimental determination of the direction of the overall
angular momentum Jˆsys. as shown schematically in Fig. 3.
Recently, Takahashi et al.14 reported the first observation of a coupling between the vorticity of a fluid and the internal quantum spin
of the electron, opening the door to a new field of fluid spintronics.
21
In their study, the vorticity ω—a measure of the ‘swirl’ of the velocity flow field around any point (non-relativistically, ω = ½∇ × v)—is
generated through shear viscous effects as liquid mercury flows next
to a rigid wall.
In a heavy ion collision, shear forces generated by the interpenetrating nuclei may present an analogous situation, introducing vorticity to
the fluid. Indeed, hydrodynamic calculations15 with initial conditions
tuned to reproduce measured momentum anisotropies predict tremendous vorticity in the fluid at RHIC. So far, no experimental evidence
of vorticity at RHIC has been reported, and its role in the evolution
of the fluid has not been explored extensively at the theoretical level.

Au+Au, non-central collision in Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC)
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vorticity ~ 10 Hz (~ 1017 T)!!
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Most collisions at RHIC are not head-on, and so involve substantial
angular momentum, of the order of 1,000 ћ (where ћ is the reduced
Planck constant) for a typical collision. A slight sideward deflection of
the forward- and backward-travelling fragments13 from a given collision allows experimental determination of the direction of the overall
angular momentum Jˆsys. as shown schematically in Fig. 3.
Recently, Takahashi et al.14 reported the first observation of a coupling between the vorticity of a fluid and the internal quantum spin
of the electron, opening the door to a new field of fluid spintronics.
In their study, the vorticity ω—a measure of the ‘swirl’ of the velocity flow field around any point (non-relativistically, ω = ½∇ × v)—is
generated through shear viscous effects as liquid mercury flows next
to a rigid wall.
In a heavy ion collision, shear forces generated by the interpenetrat・R.Takahashi MM et al., Nature Physics 12, 52 (2016)
ing nuclei may present an analogous situation, introducing vorticity to
the fluid. Indeed, hydrodynamic calculations15 with initial conditions
tuned to reproduce measured momentum anisotropies predict tremendous vorticity in the fluid at RHIC. So far, no experimental evidence
of vorticity at RHIC has been reported, and its role in the evolution
of the fluid has not been explored extensively at the theoretical level.

